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Introduction
For our research project, we have decided to experiment if 
granny smith apples rot faster in a humid or dry 
environment. According to the Ohio Line, over time apples 
develop a Bitter Rot, which is disease development in high 
temperatures as well as high humidity environments. This 
causes the apples to have mold and also become brown. 
Humidity is an environment where there is concentration of 
water vapor, or it is a wet environment, such as tropical 
islands.  An apple, what we used for our experiment, 
becomes brown when the tissue is exposed to oxygen, 
when the apple is cut open. According to Britannica, when 
plant tissue is exposed to oxygen, there is an enzyme called 
polyphenol oxidase that causes the apple to turn brown. 

Abstract
We researched how fast granny smith apples rot in humid 
and dry environments. We wanted to learn this because 
according to National Geographic, produce is the third most 
eaten food group in the world, and were curious how the 
storage of an apple could affect the decay of the tissue. This 
will help people who want to effectively store their produce, 
or famers who are looking into how to store their produce 
before it is sold. In our experiment, we placed the whole 
apple along with sliced granny smith apples into plastic bins. 
Two of our bins contained hot water to portray a humid 
environment, while the other two bins were dry, and had no 
water. Everyday, we took five photos of the different parts of 
the apple and also changed the water. Over time, we were 
able to see the decay and the browning of the apples. In the 
end, we noticed that the apple halves rotted faster  than the 
full apples. Finally, we saw how the dry apples brown faster 
than the ones in the humid environment. 

Purpose
Our purpose is to gain an understanding of how apples 
should be stored in order to find out how different 
environments affect the decay of an apple. This will help 
anyone who has apples in their homes learn how to 
effectively store them and maximize their shelf-life, or it 
could help agricultural workers with where to store granny 
smith apples before they are bought. We chose to learn 
more about the environments of apples because produce is 
the third most eaten food group in the world, following grain 
and sugar and fat; apples and bananas are the most eaten 
fruits in the United States. 

Materials and Methods
The first step to our experiment was to place four organic 
granny smith apples in Sterilite plastic shoe bins with each bin 
having one apple. We then used plastic weighing boats and 
flipped them upside down and taped them to the bottom of 
each bin to create a stand for the apples. We placed an apple 
on each stand and put 400 mL of hot water from the tap in two 
out of the four bins, while the other two bins were completely 
dry. Following that, we closed the lids and put them in the back 
of a room where they were not exposed to sunlight. Every few 
days, we took pictures on an iPhone of the result. Every other 
day, we changed the water from the two humid bins with new 
hot water. We took five horizontal pictures in total: one from 
above, and one on all four sides. After a month of data 
collection, we added a sliced half apple into each bin. There 
were stands under all the sliced apples as well. Two days after 
adding the half apples, there was a school closure due to 
coronavirus and we had to bring the apples home and conduct 
data collection from there. For the hot water, we microwaved 2 
cups of water for 1 minute and 45 seconds and continued to 
put the water in the humid bins from home. After collecting 
data by taking pictures, we put the data into a graph to 
determine the decay of each of the apples. The data that we 
graphed ended up being mixed. 

Results
Our data was mixed. The whole apples in both environments 
did not mold or get brown.The apples halves showed skin 
causing more results,. The halves rotted faster than the 
whole apples, and molded over the course of 7 days. The 
dry apples got brown faster and the humid apples took 
longer.  The halves were in the container for a shorter 
amount of time, but molded faster. Some of the apples had 
black and furry mold, where others had blue mold with spots 
of white. Our data shows that the apple halves rotted faster 
than the full apples. 
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Discussion
Our original research question was about whether granny 
smith apples rot faster in a humid or dry environment. In the 
humid environment the whole apple stayed the same, 
though it slowly melted the wax from the exterior with the 
heat in the box. The apples in the dry environment stayed 
the same.  As the project went on and we saw the apples 
not changing, we added half of an apple to each box. We 
saw more results here. The halves in the dry environment 
had black bread rot, which is furry and causes the apple to 
become soft, whereas the halves in the humid environment 
stayed green on the outside but had blue mold on the top, 
showing that when the apple tissue is exposed it easily 
molds. We saw that the apples in the dry environment got 
moldy faster but the apple halves in the humid environment 
did get moldy over time. During our project, we had to move 
the apples to different locations, so the humidity and the 
dryness of the boxes weren’t the same anymore. Also, 
adding the halves of the apples and how fast they rotted 
could have impacted the apples. The apples produce 
ethylene oxide which makes the apples rot faster. Ethylene 
oxide is a gas that fruits produce when they start to ripen 
and the more that is produced the faster they start to rot 
once picked off the tree. We could see a slight change in 
the whole apples when this happened because they started 
to get black dots on them. A potential follow up experiment 
could be starting the experiment again with a different kind 
of apple, like Macintosh, because they rot faster. The 
independent variable would be the type of apple and the 
dependent variable would be the temperature in the boxes,
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